Abstract. Let a real Lie group G have a C 8 action on a real manifold M . Assume every nontrivial element of G has nowhere dense fixpoint set in M . First, we show, in every frame bundle, except possibly the 0th, that each stabilizer admits no nontrivial compact subgroups. Second, we show that, if G is connected, then there is a dense open G-invariant subset of some higher order frame bundle of M such that, for any point x in that subset, the stabilizer in G of x is a discrete, finitely-generated, free-Abelian, central subgroup of G. We derive several corollaries of these two results.
1. Introduction P. Olver's freeness conjecture (in his words) asserts: "If a Lie group acts effectively on a manifold, then, for some n ă 8, the action is free on [a nonempty] open subset of the jet bundle of order n." There is some ambiguity in this: No mention is made of connectedness of the group or manifold, the particular choice of jet bundle is not made precise, and the smoothness of the action is left unspecified. Here we focus on higher order frame bundles and C 8 actions. The manifold on which the group acts is not assumed connected. Some of our results require the Lie group to be connected, but others do not. To accommodate the C 8 hypothesis (instead of C ω ), we assume that each nontrivial group element has nowhere dense fixpoint set, a stronger condition than effectiveness. Under these assumptions, from earlier work, we have:
(1) In a dense open subset of a higher order frame bundle, stabilizers are discrete (Theorem 6.4 of [Olver] , Theorem 3.3 of [Ad5] ). (2) The conjecture is not true if the Lie group is connected and has noncompact center ( [Ad1] and [Ad2] ).
(3) The conjecture is true generically ([Ad5] and [AdOlv] ).
(4) The conjecture is true for any smoothly real algebraic action; in fact, for any smoothly real algebraic action, there exists a nonempty open invariant subset of a higher order frame bundle on which the prolonged action is free and proper ([Ad3] ).
By (2), the freeness conjecture is not true in complete generality. However, our main result, Theorem 8.1, shows that, if the Lie group is connected, then we do get significant control over the stabilizers in prolongations; specifically, on a dense open subset of some frame bundle, every stabilizer is a discrete, finitely-generated, free-Abelian central subgroup of the ambient Lie group. Theorem 8.1 yields:
(A) The frame bundle conjecture is true if the ambient Lie group is connected and has compact center (Corollary 8.2).
By (2) and (A), we know for exactly which connected Lie groups the frame bundle freeness conjecture holds: Those with compact center. By elementary methods, in Lemma 5.1, we observe that, in any frame bundle except the 0th, every stabilizer has no nontrivial compact subgroups. As a consequence, we prove the following: A key result of [Ad3] is that, for any real algebraic action with compact stabilizers, there exists a nonempty open invariant set on which the action is proper. In Lemma 7.1 below, we improve this result from "nonempty open" to "dense open". Then, by Lemma 5.1, we are similarly able to improve (4) from "nonempty open" to "dense open": (E) For any smoothly real algebraic action, there exists a dense open invariant subset of a higher order frame bundle on which the prolonged action is free and proper (Theorem 7.2).
Any free proper action has a transversal, a.k.a. a moving frame. So, by (4) and (E), we find moving frames in sufficiently high prolongations of any smoothly real algebraic action. Similarly, by (C), we find moving frames in all prolongations (except possibly the 0th) of any proper action. Some nonproper actions have a proper prolongation to a frame bundle, and, by (D), any such prolongation admits a moving frame.
Section 6 is independent of the rest of this paper. It motivates some of the ideas in Section 7, but is not, strictly speaking, needed. Section 7 is also independent of the others. The main results are in Section 8. Other useful (but easier) dynamical ideas appear in Sections 4 and 5.
Global notation and conventions
Let N :" t1, 2, 3, . . .u and let N 0 :" N Y t0u. For all c P N, let 0 c :" p0, . . . , 0q P R c . For any set S, let #S P N 0 Y t8u denote the number of elements in S. For any function ψ, the domain of ψ will be denoted dom rψs and the image of ψ will be denoted im rψs. For any function ψ, for any set S, we define ψ˚pSq :" t ψpsq | s P S X pdom rψsq u and ψ˚pSq :" t x P dom rψs | ψpxq P S u.
For any sets X and Y , a partial function from X to Y , denoted ψ : X Y , is a function ψ s.t. both dom rψs Ď X and im rψs Ď Y . For any group G, the identity element of G is denoted 1 G . For any group G, the center of G is denoted ZpGq. By "Lie group", we mean real Lie group, unless otherwise stated. By "manifold", we mean C 8 real manifold, unless otherwise stated. By "action", we mean left action, unless otherwise stated. An action of a Lie group G on a manifold M will be called C ω if there is a real analytic manifold structure on M, compatible with its C 8 manifold structure, with respect to which the G-action on M is real analytic. Any subset of a topological space acquires, without comment, its relative topology, inherited from the ambient topological space. For any group G, for any set X, for any action of G on X, for any x P X, we define Stab G pxq :" tg P G | gx " xu.
Let a group G act on a topological space X. The G-action on X is fixpoint rare if, for all g P Gzt1 G u, the set tx P X | gx " xu has empty interior in X, i.e., if no nontrivial element of G fixes every point in a nonempty open subset of X. If G is a connected locally compact Hausdorff topological group, if X is locally compact Hausdorff and if the G-action on X is continuous, then, in Lemma 6.1 of [Ad4] , we observe that the G-action on X is fixpoint rare iff, for every nonempty open G-invariant subset U of X, the G-action on U is effective. We say the G-action on X is component effective if, for all g P Gzt1 G u, for any connected component X˝of X, there exists x P X˝such that gx ‰ x. If X is locally connected (e.g., if X is a manifold), then each connected component of X is an open subset of X, and so, in this setting, fixpoint rare implies component effective. In Lemma 3.1 below, we show: for C ω actions, fixpoint rare is equivalent to component effective. In Corollary 4.2 below, we show: for a C 8 action of a compact Lie group, fixpoint rare is equivalent to component effective.
Let a topological group G act on a set X. We say the G-action on X is locally free if, for every x P X, Stab G pxq is discrete.
By an R-variety (resp. C-variety), we mean a reduced separated scheme of finite type over spec R (resp. spec C). Keep in mind that, in our usage in this paper, a variety may be reducible.
Let V be an R-variety. The set of R-points of V is denoted VpRq. For any x P VpRq, we identify x : spec R Ñ V with its image in V; then x is a Zariski closed point in V. We give to VpRq the Hausdorff topology induced by the standard Hausdorff topology on R. Let Γ be the Galois group of C over R. Let V C be the complexification of V. Then V C is a C-variety and there is a canonical action of Γ on V C . The points of V are in 1-1 corrspondence with Γ-orbits in V C , and the Zariski closed points of V are in 1-1 correspondence with Γ-orbits of Zariski closed points in V C . Also, the R-points of V are in 1-1 correspondence with Zariski closed Γ-fixpoints in V C . Let Irr pVq denote the set of all irreducible components of V. Then Irr pVq is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of orbits of the Γ-action on the set of irreducible components of V C . For all x P V, we make the following definitions:
‚ the dimension of the Zariski closure of txu in V is denoted d V x , ‚ the set of irreducible components of V passing through x will be denoted Irr x pVq :" tC P Irr pVq | x P Cu, ‚ by dim x V :" maxtpdim Cq´d V x | C P Irr x pVqu, we denote the Krull dimension of the local ring at x and ‚ the tangent space to V at x will be denoted T x V; then T x V is a finite dimensional vector space over R.
For all x P V, we have dim x V ď dim T x V. We define
The set Sm pVq is Zariski dense and Zariski open in V. For any x P V, by x is smooth in V, we mean:
We say V is smooth if V " Sm pVq.
Let M be a manifold. We will denote the tangent bundle of M by T M; a C 8 action of a Lie group G on M induces, by differentiation, a G-action on T M. For any x P M, the tangent space to M at x is denoted T x M. For any k P N 0 , let F k M denote the kth order frame bundle of M; a C 8 action of a Lie group G on M induces, by differentiation, a.k.a. "prolongation", a G-action on F k M.
Real analytic actions
LEMMA 3.1. Let a Lie group G have a C ω action on a manifold M. Then the G-action on M is component effective iff it is fixpoint rare.
Proof. Since M is a manifold, M is locally connected, and "if" follows. We wish to prove "only if". Assume the G-action on M is component effective. We wish to show: the G-action on M is fixpoint rare. Let g P G be given, let a nonempty open subset U of M be given, and assume, for all x P U, that gx " x. We wish to show that g " 1 G .
For all S Ď M, let IpSq be the interior of S in M and let CpSq be the closure of
ω manifold structure compatible with its C 8 manifold structure s.t. the G-action on M is C ω . Define φ, ι P C 8 pM, Mq by φpxq " gx and ιpxq " x.
For any open ball B in R d , for any two power series converging at every point of B, if they agree on a nonempty open subset of B, then they agree on all of B. So, since F " tx P M | φpxq " ιpxqu, we see, for any open subset V of M, that: rV Ď F s ñ rCpV q Ď IpF qs.
Then, as the G-action on M is component effective, we get g " 1 G .
Actions of compact Lie groups
Let a Lie group K have a C 8 action on a manifold M.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume K is compact. Let g P K, let p P M and assume, for all v P T p M, that gv " v. Let M˝be the connected component of M satisfying p P M˝. Then, for all q P M˝, we have gq " q.
Proof. Let F :" tq P M | gq " qu. We wish to show that M˝Ď F .
Then, by definition of M˝, it suffices to show that F
1 is both open in M and closed in M.
Proof. Since M is a manifold, M is locally connected, and "if" follows. We wish to prove "only if". Assume the K-action on M is component effective. We wish to show: the K-action on M is fixpoint rare. Let g P K be given, let a nonempty open subset U of M be given, and assume, for all x P U, that gx " x. We wish to show that g " 1 K .
As U is open in M and the K-action on M is C 8 and @x P U, gx " x, we get: @x P U, @v P T x M, gv " v. As U ‰ H, choose p P U. Then: @v P T p M, gv " v. Let M˝be the connected component of M satisfying p P M˝. Then, by Lemma 4.1, for all q P M˝, we have gq " q. So, since the K-action on M is component effective, g " 1 K .
Stabilizers lack compact subgroups
Let a Lie group G have a C 8 action on a manifold M.
LEMMA 5.1. Assume the G-action on M is component effective. Let ℓ P N, x P F ℓ M. Then Stab G pxq has no nontrivial compact subgroups.
Proof. Let a compact subgroup K of Stab G pxq be given. We wish to show: K " t1 G u. Let g P K be given. We wish to show:
The G-action on M is component effective, so it suffices to show: @q P M˝, gq " q. Then, by Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show: @v P T p M, gv " v. Let v P T p M be given. We wish to prove that g P Stab G pvq.
By Lemma 3.1 of [Ad5] (with k " 1, with σ replaced by π 1 , x by x 1 , w by p, and with
Proof. Given x P V . Let S :" Stab G pxq. We wish to show: S " t1 G u.
By assumption, S is compact. By Lemma 5.1, S has no nontrival compact subgroups. Then S is trivial, i.e., S " t1 G u, as desired.
Proof. Let V :" F ℓ M, and apply Corollary 5.2.
Proof. By Corollary 5.3, it suffices to show, for all x P F ℓ M, that Stab G pxq is compact. Let x P F ℓ M be given and let S :" Stab G pxq. Then S is closed in G, and we wish to show that S is compact.
Let π : F ℓ M Ñ M be the structure map of F ℓ M, and let q :" πpxq. The mapping π :
COROLLARY 5.6. Assume that the G-action on M is both proper and component effective. Let ℓ P N. Then the G-action on F ℓ M is both proper and free.
Proof. The structure map F ℓ M Ñ M is G-equivariant and continuous, so, since G-action on M is proper, it follows that the G-action on F ℓ M is proper. Then, by Corollary 5.5, the G-action on F ℓ M is free.
6. Some algebraic geometry over R For any R-variety V, we will denote the Zariski closure of VpRq in V by q V. Let V be the category of R-varieties. Let q V be the full subcategory tV P V | q V " Vu of V. In this section, we investigate q V. Let V be an R-variety. For any Zariski locally closed S Ď V, we give to S its natural R-variety structure; then the Zariski topology on S is equal to the relative topology inherited from the Zariski topology on V. For all x P Sm pVq, the local ring of V at x is regular; a regular local ring is an integral domain, so #rIrr x pVqs " 1. We conclude that no smooth point of V lies on two irreducible components of V. Let
That is, a point of V is smooth in V iff it both lies on exactly one irreducible component of V and is a smooth point of that irreducible component.
Let n P N. We denote, by A n , affine n-space over R; then ‚ A n is an irreducible R-variety, ‚ A n pRq is naturally identified with R n and ‚ A n pRq is Zariski dense in A n , i.e., A n P q V.
We denote, by P n , the R-algebra of R-morphisms A n Ñ A 1 . For any S Ď A n , we set IpSq :" tf P P n | @s P S, fpsq " 0u. For all f P P n , for all x P A n , the linearization at x of f is denoted d x f : R n Ñ R. For any Zariski closed R-subvariety V of A n , for any x P V, we identify the tangent space T x V with č t ker pd x fq | f P IpVqu. Let n P N and let f P C 8 pR n , Rq and let x P R n . Then the linearization at x of f will be denoted
Let n, d P N. By an pn, dq-variety, we mean a Zariski locally closed R-subvariety V of A n such that, for all C P Irr pVq, dim C ă d. Let M be a manifold, let n :" dim M, let S Ď M and let x P S. Let d P t0, . . . , nu. Let c :" n´d. Then an pM, S, dq-chart near x is a partial function φ : M R n such that ( dom rφs is an open neighborhood of x in M ) and ( im rφs " R n ) and ( φ˚pSq " R dˆt 0 c u ) and ( φ : dom rφs Ñ R n is a diffeomorphism ).
By S is d-dimensional in M near x, we mean that there exists an pM, S, dq-chart near x. If S is d-dimensional in M near x, then, for any neighborhood U of x in M, there exists an pM, S, dq-chart φ near x such that dom rφs Ď U. Let M be a manifold, let n :" dim M and let d P t0, . . . , nu. Let S Ď M. Then S is a locally closed d-submanifold of M means: both ( S ‰ H ) and ( for all
Let M be a manifold, let n :" dim M and let S Ď M. Then, by S is a locally closed submanifold of M, we mean: there exists d P t0, . . . , nu such that S is a locally closed d-submanifold of M.
Let M be a manifold and let S be a locally closed submanifold of M. Then S is a locally closed subset of M, i.e., S is the intersection of an open subset of M and a closed subset of M. We give to S the unique manifold structure such that the inclusion map S Ñ M is an immersion. Then the manifold topology on S agrees with the relative topology on S inherited from M.
Let n, d P N. Let V Ď R n . By V is an pn, dq-assembly, we mean: either ( V " H ) or ( there exist k P N and pairwise-disjoint locally closed submanifolds V 1 , . . . , V k of R n such that both r V " V 1 Y¨¨¨YV k s and r @j P t1, . . . , ku, dim V j ă d s ).
LEMMA 6.1. Let n P N. Let S be a Zariski locally closed R-subvariety of A n . Assume S is irreducible and smooth. Let S :" SpRq,
Proof. Given x P S, we wish to show: S is d-dimensional in R n near x. Let V be the Zariski closure of S in A n . Then x P S Ď V Ď A n . Because S is irreducible, V is also irreducible. Because S is Zariski locally closed in A n , S is Zariski open in V. It follows both that dim S " dim V and that dim T x S " dim T x V. As S is smooth, we get dim T x S " dim x S. Since S is irreducible, we get dim x S " dim S.
n and V Ď W and f 1 , . . . , f c P IpWq. Let K :" rker pd x f 1 qs X¨¨¨X rker pd x f c qs.
Since V is Zariski closed in A n and since V Ď X 1 Ď A n , we see that V is Zariski closed in X 1 . Since X 1 Ď W, T x X 1 Ď T x W, and so dim
So, as V and X 1 are irreducible varieties and as V is Zariski closed in X 1 , we get V " X 1 . We have S Ď W, so dim x S ď dim x W. Recall:
Then dim x W " dim T x W, so x P Sm pWq, so #rIrr x pWqs " 1. So, since x P X 1 P Irr pWq, we see that Irr x pWq " tX 1 u. We define k :" #rIrr pWqs and let X 2 , . . . , X k be the distinct elements of rIrr pWqsztX 1 u. Then Irr pWq " tX 1 , . . . , X k u, and it follows that W " X 1 Y¨¨¨Y X k . For all j P t2, . . . , ku, X j P pIrr pWqqzpIrr x pWqq, so x R X j . Let Z :" X 2 Y¨¨¨Y X k . Then x R Z. Let U :" A n zpY Y Zq. Since X 2 , . . . , X k P Irr pWq, it follows that X 2 , . . . , X k are Zariski closed in W, and so Z is Zariski closed in W. So, since W is Zariski closed in A n , we conclude that Z is Zariski closed in A n . So, since Y is also Zariski closed in A n , it follows that U is Zariski open in A n . So, since x R Y and x R Z, we see that U is a Zariski open neighborhood of x in A n . Also, we have U X W " WzpY Y Zq. Since S Ď W, we get U X S Ď U X W. Recall that VzY " S. We have
x f c are linearly independent in Λ. So, as x P W " tp P R n | f 1 ppq "¨¨¨" f c ppq " 0u and n´c " d, we see, by the Implicit Function Theorem, that W is d-dimensional near x. Choose an pR n , W, dq-chart φ near x such that dom rφs Ď U. Because φ˚pSq " φ˚pU X Sq " φ˚pU X W q " φ˚pW q, we conclude that φ is an pR n , S, dq-chart near x. Then S is d-dimensional in R n near x.
LEMMA 6.2. Let n, d P N. Let S be a smooth pn, dq-variety and let S :" SpRq. Then S is an pn, dq-assembly.
Proof. Let k :" #rIrr pSqs. Let S 1 , . . . , S k be the distinct elements of Irr pSq. Then, since S is smooth, S 1 , . . . , S k are pairwise-disjoint. For all j P t1, . . . , ku, let d j :" dim S j ; by definition of pn, dq-variety, we get d j ă d. For all j P t1, . . . , ku, let S j :" S j pRq; then, by Lemma 6.1, either ( S j " H ) or ( S j is a locally closed closed d j -submanifold of R n ). Since ( S 1 , . . . , S k are pairwise-disjoint ) and since ( S " S 1 Y¨¨¨Y S k ), we get: ( S 1 , . . . , S k are pairwise-disjoint ) and ( S " S 1 Y¨¨¨Y S k ). Then S is an pn, dq-assembly, as desired. LEMMA 6.3. Let n, d P N, and let V be an pn, dq-variety. Define V :" VpRq. Then V is an pn, dq-assembly.
Proof. If d " 1, then, by Proposition 1.6 (p. 8) of [Coste] , V is finite; in this case, V is a finite subset of R n , and so V is an pn, dq-assembly. We assume d ą 1, and argue by induction on d.
Let S :" Sm pVq and Z :" VzS. Then S is Zariski open in V, and so Z is Zariski closed in V. Also, S is Zariski dense in V. Let S :" SpRq and Z :" ZpRq. Since V is an pn, dq-variety and since S is Zariski open in V, we conclude that S is an pn, dq-variety, so, by Lemma 6.2, S is an pn, dq-assembly. Since S X Z " H and V " S Y Z, we see that S X Z " H and V " S Y Z. It therefore suffices to show: Z is an pn, dq-assembly. Any pn, d´1q-assembly is an pn, dq-assembly, so, it suffices to show: Z is an pn, d´1q-assembly. Then, by the induction hypothesis, it suffices to show: Z is an pn, d´1q-variety.
By definition of pn, dq-variety, V is Zariski locally closed in A n . So, as Z is Zariski closed in V, we see that Z is Zariski locally closed in A n . It remains to show: each irreducible component of Z has dim ă d´1. Let B P Irr pZq be given. We wish to prove: dim B ă d´1.
Since B P Irr pZq, it follows that B is Zariski closed in Z. So, since Z is Zariski closed in V, we conclude that B is Zariski closed in V. Since B Ď Z Ď V and since B is irreducible, choose C P Irr pVq such that B Ď C. Since B is Zariski closed in V and since B Ď C Ď V, it follows that B is Zariski closed in C. Since C P Irr pVq, we see that the Zariski interior of C in V is nonempty. So, since S is Zariski dense in V, C X S ‰ H. Then C Ę VzS. So, since B Ď Z " VzS, we get B ‰ C. So, since B and C are both irreducible and B is Zariski closed in C, we get dim B ď pdim Cq´1. Since C P Irr pVq and V is an pn, dq-variety, we see that dim C ă d. Then dim B ď pdim Cq´1 ă d´1.
LEMMA 6.4. Let M be a manifold, X a locally closed submanifold of M. Assume dim X ă dim M. Then X is nowhere dense in M.
Proof. Let U denote the interior of X in M. For locally closed sets, nowhere dense is equivalent to empty interior, so it suffices to prove that U " H. Assume that U ‰ H. We aim for a contradiction.
As
n . By definition of pM, X, dq-chart, φ˚pXq " Y and im rφs " R n . Since dom rφs Ď U, we see that φ˚pUq " im rφs. Then R n " im rφs " φ˚pUq Ď φ˚pXq " Y Ĺ R n , contradiction.
Choose an pR n , V, dq-chart φ near x. Let c :" n´d, Y :" R dˆt 0 c u. Then Y is a locally closed submanifold of R n and dim Y " d. Let D :" dom rφs. By definition of pR n , V, dq-chart, we see: ( D is an open subset of R n ) and ( φ˚pV q " Y ) and ( im rφs " R n ). Since x P V , V ‰ H. Then V is a nonempty pn, dq-assembly, so choose k P N and choose pairwise-disjoint locally closed submanifolds V 1 , . . . , V k of R n such that both r V " V 1 Y¨¨¨Y V k s and r @j P t1, . . . , ku, dim V j ă d s. LEMMA 6.6. Let X be an irreducible R-variety. Let S :" Sm pXq and let S :" SpRq. Assume S ‰ H. Then S is Zariski dense in X. Proof. As S ‰ H, choose s 0 P S. Choose a Zariski open neighborhood X 0 of s 0 in X such that X 0 is affine. Since X 0 is nonempty and Zariski open in X and since X is irreducible, we get: ( X 0 is Zariski dense in X ) and ( X 0 is irreducible ). Let X 0 :" X 0 pRq. Then s 0 P X 0 . Let S 0 :" Sm pX 0 q, S 0 :" S 0 pRq. As X 0 is Zariski open in X, we get rSm pXqs X X 0 " Sm pX 0 q, i.e., S X X 0 " S 0 . Then s 0 P S X X 0 " S 0 . Since S 0 Ď S, it suffices to show: S 0 is Zariski dense in X. So, since X 0 is Zariski dense in X, it suffices to show: S 0 is Zariski dense in X 0 .
As X 0 is affine, choose n P N and a Zariski closed R-subvariety X 1 of A n such that X 0 is R-isomorphic to X 1 . Let α : X 0 Ñ X 1 be an R-isomorphism. Since X 0 is irreducible, we conclude that X 1 is also irreducible. Let X 1 :" X 1 pRq. Let α : X 0 Ñ X 1 be the R-points of α. Let s 1 :" αps 0 q, let S 1 :" α˚pS 0 q and let S 1 :" S 1 pRq. Then s 1 " αps 0 q P α˚pS 0 q " S 1 . Also, S 1 " α˚pS 0 q Ď α˚pX 0 q " X 1 . Also, S 1 " α˚pS 0 q " α˚pSm pX 0" Sm pα˚pX 0" Sm pX 1 q. It suffices to show that S 1 is Zariski dense in X 1 . Let V denote the Zariski closure of S 1 in X 1 . Assume, for a contradiction, that V Ĺ X 1 .
Let V :" VpRq. Then s 1 P S 1 Ď V Ď X 1 . Since s 1 P V , we get V ‰ H, so V ‰ H. Since V is Zariski closed in X 1 and since X 1 is Zariski closed in A n , we conclude that V is Zariski closed in A n . Let d :" dim X 1 . Then, since H ‰ V Ĺ X 1 , since X 1 is irreducible, and since V and X 1 are both Zariski closed in A n , it follows both that d ě 1 and that V is an pn, dq-variety. Then, by Lemma 6.3, we conclude that V is an pn, dq-assembly. Since S 1 " Sm pX 1 q, we see both that S 1 is smooth and that
Since s 1 P S 1 , we get S 1 ‰ H, so S 1 ‰ H. Since S 1 is nonempty and Zariski open in X 1 and since X 1 is irreducible, we see both that S 1 is irreducible and that dim S 1 " dim X 1 . Also, since S 1 is Zariski open in X 1 and since X 1 is Zariski closed in A n , we conclude that S 1 is Zariski locally closed in A n . We have dim S 1 " dim X 1 " d. Then, by Lemma 6.1 (with S replaced by S 1 ), we see that S 1 is a locally closed d-submanifold of R n . So, since
We conclude that φ is an pR n , V, dq-chart near s 1 , so V is d-dimensional in R n near s 1 . However, V is an pn, dq-assembly, so, by Lemma 6.5,
COROLLARY 6.7. Let X be an irreducible R-variety, S :" Sm pXq. Assume that SpRq ‰ H. Then q X " X, i.e., X P q V.
Proof. Let S :" SpRq and let X :" XpRq. Then, by Lemma 6.6, S is Zariski dense in X. So, since S Ď X, we see that X is Zariski dense in X. So, as q X is the Zariski closure of X in X, we get q X " X.
Details: Let W be the closed irreducible R-subvariety of A 3 defined by W :" tpx, y, zq P A 3 | x 2`y2`z2 " 0u. Then WpRq " tp0, 0, 0qu, so
The next two examples show that smoothness is not something that is easy to determine when only looking at R-points. EXAMPLE 6.9. In an irreducible closed R-subvariety Y of A 2 , even if YpRq is a C ω -submanifold of R 2 , and even if YpRq is Zariski dense in Y, it does not follow that YpRq Ď Sm pYq.
Then YpRq is the graph of the C ω function x Þ Ñ xp1`x 2 q 1{3 : R Ñ R, and it follows that YpRq is a C ω -submanifold of R 2 . Also, YpRq is infinite, so, since Y is 1-dimensional and irreducible, we see that YpRq is Zariski dense in Y. Finally, p0, 0q P YpRq and p0, 0q R Sm pYq, so YpRq Ę Sm pYq. EXAMPLE 6.10. In an irreducible closed R-subvariety Z of A 2 , even if ZpRq Ď Sm pZq, and even if ZpRq is Zariski dense in Z, it does not follow that Z is smooth.
Details: Let Z be the irreducible Zariski closed R-subvariety of A 2 defined by Z :" tpx, yq P A 2 | y 3 " p1`x 2 q 2 u. Then ZpRq is infinite and Z is 1-dimensional and irreducible, so ZpRq is Zariski dense in Z. Let S :" Sm pZq. Then ZzS " tpx, yq P A 2 | x 2 "´1, y " 0u. Then pZzSqpRq " H, and we conclude that ZpRq Ď SpRq Ď S " Sm pZq. Also, since ZzS ‰ H, we see that Z is not smooth.
Results about real algebraic actions
For any R-variety V, recall: VpRq is the topological space of R-points of V , together with the Hausdorff topology induced by the standard Hausdorff topology on R. For any smooth R-variety S, S M pRq will denote the manifold of R-points of S. For any algebraic R-group G, G L pRq will denote the Lie group of R-points of G.
Let G be a Lie group acting on a topological space X. We will say that the action is real algebraic if there exist ‚ an algebraic R-group G, ‚ an R-variety V and ‚ an R-action of G on V such that G " G L pRq, such that X " VpRq and such that the action of G on X is equal to the R-points of the R-action of G on V.
Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M. We will say that the action is smoothly real algebraic if there exist ‚ an algebraic R-group G, ‚ a smooth R-variety S and ‚ an R-action of G on S such that G " G L pRq, such that M " S M pRq and such that the action of G on M is equal to the R-points of the action of G on S. If the G-action on M is smoothly real algebraic, then it is C ω . By Proposition 1.6, p. 8, of [Coste] , for any R-variety V, the Hausdorff topological space VpRq has only finitely many connected components. Also, for any algebraic R-group G, for any open subgroup Gő f G L pRq, the index of G˝in G L pRq is finite. Also, any stabilizer in a real algebraic action has only finitely many connected components.
We make a small improvement to Lemma 6.1 in [Ad3] : Proof. Let U denote the set of all open G-invariant subsets Y of GXs uch that the G-action on Y is proper. By convention, we have H P U. Let U˚:" tW Ď U | @Y, Z P W, rpY X Z " Hq or pY " Zqsu denote the set of all pairwise-disjoint subsets of U. Let U˚be partially ordered by inclusion. By Zorn's Lemma, choose a maximal element W 1 P U˚. For all W P U˚, we have
Since G˝is an open subgroup of G, G˝is closed in G. So, since the G-action on W 1 is proper, the G˝-action on W 1 is proper. So, since W Ď W 1 , the G˝-action on W is proper. It remains to show: W is dense in X˝. Since X˝is open in X, X˝is open in GX˝. So, as W " W 1 X X˝, it suffices to show that W 1 is dense in GX˝. Let W 1 denote the closure of W 1 in GX˝. We wish to show: W 1 " GX˝. Let X 1 :" pGX˝qzW 1 . Assume that X 1 ‰ H. We aim for a contradiction.
Since the index of G˝in G is finite, we see, for all x P X, that the index of Stab G˝p xq in Stab G pxq is finite. By assumption, for all x P X˝, Stab G˝p xq is compact. Therefore, for all x P X˝, Stab G pxq is compact. Therefore, for all x P GX˝, Stab G pxq is compact. So, as X 1 Ď GX˝, we see, for all x P X 1 , that Stab G pxq is compact. Since X˝is open in X, it follows that GX˝is open in X. Since W 1 is closed in GX˝, we see that X 1 is open in GX˝. So, since GX˝is open in X, X 1 is open in X. By Lemma 6.1 in [Ad3] (with V replaced by X and V 0 by X 1 ), choose a nonempty open G-invariant subset U of X 1 such that the G-action on U is proper. Because U is open in X 1 and X 1 is open in GX˝, we see that U is open in GX˝. Then we have U P U. Also, we have Then there exists a dense open G˝-invariant subset W of F ℓ M˝such that the G˝-action on W is free and proper.
Proof. Claim: There is a dense open G˝-invariant subset X˝of F ℓ Ms uch that the G˝-action on X˝is free. Proof of Claim: The G-action on M is smoothly real algebraic, and therefore C ω . Then the G˝-action on M˝is also C ω . Then, by Lemma 3.1 (with G replaced by G˝and M by M˝), the G˝-action on M˝is fixpoint rare.
For all g P G˝zt1 G u, let S g :" tq P M˝| gq ‰ qu; then S g is dense open in M˝. If n " 0, then G is finite and ℓ " 0, and, identifying F 0 Mw ith M˝, we may set X˝:" č tS g | g P G˝zt1 G uu. We assume n ě 1. Let π : F ℓ M˝Ñ M˝be the structure map of F ℓ M˝. By definition of ℓ, ℓ P tn´1, nu, so ℓ ě n´1. Let G˝denote the identity component of G˝. The G˝-action on M˝is fixpoint rare and G˝Ď G˝, and so the G˝-action on M˝is fixpoint rare. Then, by Theorem 3.3 of [Ad5] (with G replaced by G˝, M by M˝), choose a dense open G˝-invariant subset M 1 of M˝such that the G˝-action on π˚pM 1 q is locally free. Let X˝:" π˚pM 1 q. Then the G˝-action on X˝is locally free. Since π : F ℓ M˝Ñ M˝is open, continuous and G˝-equivariant and since M 1 is a dense open G˝-invariant subset of M˝, we conclude that X˝is a dense open G˝-invariant subset of F ℓ M˝. It only remains to show that the G˝-action on X˝is free.
As n ě 1, we get ℓ ě 1, so ℓ P N. Then, by Corollary 5.2 (with G replaced by G˝, M by M˝and V by X˝), it suffices to show, for all x P X˝, that Stab G˝p xq is compact. Let x P X˝be given, and let S˝:" Stab G˝p xq. We wish to show that S˝is compact.
Since the G˝-action on X˝is locally free, we see that S˝is discrete. Let S :" Stab G pxq. Since the index of G˝in G is finite, we see that the index of S˝in S is finite. So, since S˝is discrete, S is discrete. The G-action on M is smoothly real algebraic, so the G-action on F ℓ M is also smoothly real algebraic, so S has only finitely many connected components. So, since S is discrete, S is finite. So, since S˝Ď S, we see that S˝is finite, and so S˝is compact. End of proof of claim.
We identify F ℓ M˝with the preimage of M˝under the structure map EXAMPLE 7.3. In Theorem 7.2, it is important that we define ℓ in such a way that if n " 1, then ℓ ‰ 0.
Details: Let G be the group of isometries (reflections and translations) of R. Let G˝:" G, M :" R and M˝:" R. The G-action on M is smoothly real algebraic, and the G˝-action on M˝is component effective, but every point of M˝is fixed by a reflection in G˝. Thus G˝does not act freely on any nonempty G˝-invariant subset of F 0 M˝.
only to show that G x is free-Abelian. As G x is finitely-generated and Abelian, it suffices to show that G x is torsion-free. The G-action on M is fixpoint rare, and, therefore, component effective. Also, x P πnpM 1 q Ď F n M. So, since n P N and since G x " Stab G pxq, by Lemma 5.1 (with ℓ replaced by n), we see that G x has no nontrivial compact subgroups. Then G x is torsion-free. COROLLARY 8.2. Assume that G is connected, that ZpGq is compact and that the G-action on M is fixpoint rare. Let n :" dim G. Then there exists a dense open G-invariant subset M 1 of M such that the G-action on πnpM 1 q is free.
Proof. Choose M 1 as in Theorem 8.1. Let x P πnpM 1 q be given. We wish to show that Stab G pxq " t1 G u.
By Theorem 8.1, we know that Stab G pxq is a discrete, free-Abelian subgroup of ZpGq. Since ZpGq is compact, any discrete subgroup of ZpGq is finite, and so Stab G pxq is finite. A finite, free-Abelian group is trivial, and so Stab G pxq " t1 G u, as desired.
